Instructions:  
Making Popcorn

1. Switch on Kettle Motor & Exhaust, Kettle Heat and Warmer (*Lights is Optional*)
2. Put the following into the kettle:
   - 1 Cup – Popcorn Kernels
   - 1/3 Cup – Popping Oil
   - 1 Tsp – Flavor Salt
3. Allow to pop until you hear less than one pop per second (the first batch can take a while to get going).
4. Pull down on Kettle Lever to dump popcorn (repeat as necessary until Kettle is empty).
**Repeat Steps 2-4 for additional batches.**
5. When finished popping, switch off Kettle Motor & Exhaust and Kettle Heat.
6. Eat and enjoy!
7. When finished serving, switch off Warmer.

IF YOU MAKE POPCORN, CLEAN THE MACHINE.
(Seriously guys. It takes like five minutes.)

(Cleaning instructions on other side)